Change Your Video Background

To present a more professional demeanor, to maintain privacy, or to obscure background clutter while in the online classroom, you can apply a neutral, blurred background.

1. Click **Settings** at the right edge of the classroom window.

   Result: The **Settings** menu opens.

2. Click **Video Background**.
Result: A flyout menu with video background options opens.

Figure 3 Video background options

3. Click on your option:
   - A dark rectangle with the Intercambio logo in the corner (Figure 3; 1). This is the default option for teachers.
   - A blurred background shown by a gray rectangle (2).

Result: The menu closes, and changes take effect immediately.

   **IMPORTANT:** The Intercambio logo will appear flipped when you view yourself in the online classroom. The logo appears correctly to others viewing you in the classroom.

Disabling the neutral blur background

4. To disable the modified background, return to the video background options and click **Stop** (3).
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